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ABSTRACT  

The IoT growth trend and the global connection between sensors and actors has made 

everything completely direct. IoT has many application areas including healthcare. 

Community health is an important part of government to make people's lives healthier. 

Several IoT devices have been set up to monitor the environment and measure air quality. 

Another aspect of monitoring community health is pharmacy testing. This not only advances 

medical services, but also ensures stability. Drug sales patterns are an important factor in 

determining epidemiological data that may be employed to define community health. The 

purpose of this project is to collect a database of medicines employing Internet of Things 

(IoT). Real-time data analysis provides predictions about community health.Data detected by 

sensors is sent directly to the cloud. A significant increase in sales of some medicines can be 

realized from the notion that it is directly related to community health. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Various health monitoring system are come in existence by employing IoT. Aninclusive 

range of medical sensors opens up opportunities to develop effective solutions that monitor 

patient health in real time and enable real-time feedback procedures. The development of 

devices like as IoT makes medical procedures more efficient. These tools include various 

aspects like as sensing, preprocessing, storage, and analysis using machine learning models. 

The purpose of these systems is to monitor the patient's real-time health using medical 

sensors for instance heart rate & body temperature. Health is an influentialhuman/mortal 

factor[1]–[3].  

This is because medical care is interrupted and available in both rural and urban areas. 

Doctors are not a global health problem. Since the government does not monitor population 

health in real time, the policies implemented by the government are not appropriate. 

Collecting real-time information/data from more specific regions allows you to focus on 

addressing specific health issues in known regions or communities.This project talks about a 
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smart& stylish dialog box. This box contains a pressure sensor that monitors the sale of 

certain drugs. Data/information is 

analyzes it using machine learning algorithms

The idea of analyzing this data is that if the sales of some drugs increase s

disease mapped by drug compo

learning technology/algorithms can learn from past experiences and increase such predictions 

in the future. This forecast helps pharmaceutical compani

for the next spike that may occur. This also helps the government make decisions in 

advance.The data found may be 

medicines are available at all stores. In many ca

can lead to patient deaths, but this project can 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION  

The data set covers the number of drugs from 2012 to 2017. These data are based on 

Medicaid public data[13]. For example, the 

determined liable on the recruitment factors. Note that the protection factor is true only if the 

quantity of drugs is less than 11. For convenience, the 

This table represents the order of Aspirin 2012. Several machine learning 

technology/algorithms are used to 

1represents a plot created by polynomial function level 4. Here, the point represents the 

number of drugs Aspirin poetry. The points

points of the data. 

dialog box. This box contains a pressure sensor that monitors the sale of 

is preprocessed & sent to the cloud. The cloud stores data and 

analyzes it using machine learning algorithms[4]–[7].  

analyzing this data is that if the sales of some drugs increase significantly, the 

disease mapped by drug composition may increase internally has excellent range. Machine 

algorithms can learn from past experiences and increase such predictions 

in the future. This forecast helps pharmaceutical companies manage inventory and prepare 

for the next spike that may occur. This also helps the government make decisions in 

be supported up with a mobile application that informs you that 

medicines are available at all stores. In many cases, the market lacks life-saving drugs that 

can lead to patient deaths, but this project can aidto resolve these difficulties[8]–

The data set covers the number of drugs from 2012 to 2017. These data are based on 

. For example, the precisequantity of prescriptions cannot be 

on the recruitment factors. Note that the protection factor is true only if the 

of drugs is less than 11. For convenience, the quantity is considered 11 in such cases. 

This table represents the order of Aspirin 2012. Several machine learning 

algorithms are used to recognize the behavior of the generated predictions. 

represents a plot created by polynomial function level 4. Here, the point represents the 

Aspirin poetry. The points/dots in the graph represent the data

dialog box. This box contains a pressure sensor that monitors the sale of 

sent to the cloud. The cloud stores data and 

ignificantly, the 

xcellent range. Machine 

algorithms can learn from past experiences and increase such predictions 

es manage inventory and prepare 

for the next spike that may occur. This also helps the government make decisions in 

up with a mobile application that informs you that 

saving drugs that 

–[12]. 

The data set covers the number of drugs from 2012 to 2017. These data are based on 

of prescriptions cannot be 

on the recruitment factors. Note that the protection factor is true only if the 

is considered 11 in such cases. 

This table represents the order of Aspirin 2012. Several machine learning 

the behavior of the generated predictions. Figure 

represents a plot created by polynomial function level 4. Here, the point represents the 

in the graph represent the data/information 
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Figure 1. Machine Learning Plot 

CONCLUSION  

In this research paper, the data set was modeled with support of polynomial regression. 

Several models may be employed to predict sales growth & the next increase in demand. The 

plot shows that many patients were prescribed aspirin in 2017. This may be related to 

increased fever or mild and moderate pain problems associated with aspirin use. Similarly, 

this study can be continued with more drug compositions, and the behavior of different 

models may be studied by predicting the next outcome. Due to the lack of data, it was 

difficult to realize the behavior of the regression model using alternative models. When 

collecting large quantities of specific data, there is much room for improvement. The survey 

is more sophisticated and other predictive models with larger training data can be 

implemented. 
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